Evolving to meet YOUR Needs….

Efficient, Effective
Raw Material
Grinding


RESIZE PRODUCT



INCREASE SURFACE



IMPROVE COOKING

The Prebreaker has been the
work horse of the Rendering
Industry for decades.

Available in three sizes 12,
15 and 24 inch models the
Prebreaker can e sized to your
volumes and process.

Designed and built for the
rigors of the industry it
remains a favorite of the
industry today.

Capacities range form as little
as 2,200 Pounds (1 MT) to
over 65,000 pounds per hour
(30 MT) tons per hour.

While the industry has tried
a variety of other machine
designs noe of these offered
the flexibility or
the
durability of the Prebreaker

The Prebreaker can be driven
by customer choice of belts
and sheaves or gearboxes.
Alloy can help you determine
which is your best choice
based on the materials to be
ground, the location of
installation
the
capacity
required.

The Prebreaker can grind
entire carcasses reducing the
to one inch (25mm) pieces
or is more often used for
grinding of the bones and
soft materials from the kill
floor.
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Final product sizing can be
controlled either by use of the
traditional Orifice Plate, as
shown above or by the Rotating
Disc, as shown below. Talk to
our applications group to help
decide which is best for your
application.

The Combination of the stationary cutting blades (anvils) and the
rotating cutting blades (hooks) coupled with the conveyance of
the product down the length of the machine assures uniform sizing
of the product. The hooks and anvils are both robust in
construction and easily removed and rebuilt by users.

Regardless of your choice, because
the Prebreaker is a multi-pass
device where all product is ground
more than once your product will
be properly sized and ready for
efficient cooking.

Model

Capacity/Hr.

HP.(Max)

PB 12

25,000 Lbs

50

PB 15

50,000 Lbs.

100

PB 24

75,000 Lbs.

150
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